#990 ETERNALASTI C EPDM RINSEABLE WASH
TROPICAL ROOFING PRODUCTS’ #990 ETERNALASTIC EPDM RINSEABLE WASH is a rinseable, low viscosity, spray- able liquid
used as a pre-treatment of EPDM rubber roofing and Single-Ply membrane prior to power washing and application of Eternalastic
coating. The unique chemistry is designed for use with Eternalastic and EternaSil coatings. Pre- treatment with #990 Eternalastic
EPDM Primer significantly improves the adhesion of the topcoat to the EPDM rubber membrane.
PREPARATION: Surface to be repaired or coated must be clean, dry, and free of dust and dirt. #990 should be applied
with a conventional compressive air sprayer/Hudson sprayer at a rate of 0.20 gallons per 100 square feet. Allow the
#990 to dwell on the surface of the EPDM for 20-90 minutes, depending on the age of the EPDM substrate; the older
and more aged the EPDM, the shorter the dwell time needs to be for adequate adhesion. The EPDM substrate must
next be pressure washed with water at the rate of 2500 psi to remove the dwelling coating. While pressure
washing, push the rinse water towards and drains, scuppers, or downspouts to ensure that the #990 is
completely removed from the roof. Any residue of the #990 left on the EPDM will limit the adhesion capabilities
of the top coat to the EPDM membrane. A second pass of pressure washing will help ensure that the #990 is
properly rinsed from the EPDM substrate, again driving the rinse water towards drains, scuppers, and
downspouts.
COVERAGE: Apply at a rate of approximately 1 gallon per 500 square feet (0.20 gal/Square).
PRECAUTIONS: DO NOT APPLY IF TEMPERATURE IS BELOW 50° F OR ABOVE 110°F. DO NOT APPLY IF THERE IS A
THREAT OF RAIN OR DEW WITHIN 48–72 HOURS. DO NOT ALLOW TO FREEZE.
DO NOT THIN. DO NOT HEAT CONTAINER or store at temperatures greater than 120°F. Be sure the lid is tight and
the pail is secured when transporting this product. Do not allow pail to tumble as this may loosen the lid and
allow leakage or spillage to occur. This coating is not recommended for areas with inadequate drainage (ponding
water), over gravel, over walking decks, or old roofs that are too brittle and dry.

DO NOT APPLY TO FLAT SURFACES WITH POOR DRAINAGE OR WHERE PONDING WATER WILL EXIST.

CLEANUP: Clean tools with soap and water or Tropical #651 UltraClean Tool Cleaner.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. Close container after each use. DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY! If swallowed do not
induce vomiting. CALL PHYSICIAN IMMEDIATELY!
MAXIMUM V.O.C = 0 G/L
DENSITY — 8.46 WPG
APPEARANCE — CLEAR
SOLUBLE IN WATER
PH — Alkaline
DWELL TIME — 20-90 minutes
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